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ABSTRACT
The steady laminar stagnation point flow of an incompressible electrically conducting micropolar fluid impinging
on a permeable flat plate with uniform suction/injection is considered. A uniform magnetic field is applied normal to
the plate. The effect of viscous dissipation is taken into account. The governing partial differential equations are
transformed into ordinary differential equations. A numerical solution is obtained for the resulting ordinary
differential equations. Results are shown in graphical form. The effects of various parameters such as uniform
suction or blowing, magnetic parameter, material parameter on the flow and heat transfer are presented and
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of micropolar fluids can be used to explain
the flow of colloidal fluids, liquid crystels, polymeric
fluids etc. Eringen [1,2] probably first who introduced
the concept of a micropolar fluid in an attempt to
explain the behaviour of a certain fluid containing
polymeric additives and naturally occurring fluids.
Guram and Smith [3] studied the stagnation flows of
micropolar fluids with strong and weak interactions
using the perturbation technique. Stagnation point flow
of a micropolar fluid have been studied by Nazar et al.
[4], Attia [5].
Salem and Odda [6] studied the influence of thermal
conductivity and variable viscosity on the flow of a
micropolar fluid past a continuously moving plate with
suction or injection. Attia [7] presented stagnation point
flow and heat transfer of a micropolar fluid with
uniform suction or blowing. Recently, Ishak and Nazar
[8], Kishan and Deepa [9] have studied the micropolar
fluid with suction or injection through different surfaces.

The hydromagnetic boundary layer stagnation point
flows of micropolar fluid have attracted the researchers
due to their interesting applications in engineering and
industries. Mohammadien and Gorla [10] studied the
effects of transverse magnetic field on a mixed
convection in a micropolar fluid on a horizontal plate
with vectored mass transfer. Ishak et al. [11] presented
MHD flow of a micropolar fluid towards a stagnation
point on a vertical surface. Steady flow of a micropolar
fluid under a transverse magnetic field with constant
suction/injection was studied by Murthy and Bahali [12].
Patowary and Sut [13] presented the effects of variable
viscosity and thermal conductivity of micropolar fluid
past a continuously moving plate with suction/injection
in the presence of magnetic field.
The objective of the present paper is to study the flow
and heat transfer near the stagnation point of an
electrically conducting micropolar fluid over a flat plate
with suction/injection in the presence of applied normal
magnetic field.
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Formulation of the Problem
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Subject to the boundary conditions:

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
Consider a two-dimensional flow of a viscous
incompressible electrically conducting micropolar fluid
impinging perpendicular on a permeable horizontal flat
plate placed at y=0 divides into two streams on the plate
and leaves in both directions near a stagnation point. A
uniform transverse magnetic field of strength Bo is
applied normal to the plate (Figure 1). The magnetic
Reynolds number is assumed to be small so that the
induced magnetic field can be neglected as compared to
the applied field. We assume that there is no polarization
voltage, so the induced electric field is zero. The x-axis
is chosen along the plate and y-axis is taken normal to it.
Let u and v be the x- and y- components of velocity near
to stagnation point respectively and N be the component
of the micro-rotation vector normal to the xy-plane. A
uniform suction/injection is applied at the plate with a
transpiration velocity at the boundary of the plate given
by –v0, where v0 >0 for suction. The potential flow
velocity external to the boundary layer be taken as U(x)
= ax where the constant a (>0) is proportional to the free
stream velocity far away from the plate. All the fluid
properties are assumed to be constant throughout the
motion. Under the usual boundary layer approximation
including the viscous dissipation, the governing
equations are:

….. (5)
where T and Tw are the temperatures of the fluid and the
plate, respectively whereas the temperature of the fluid
far away from the plate is
µ is the viscosity, ρ is the
density, σ is the electrical conductivity, κ is the thermal
conductivity, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure,
j is the micro-inertia per unit mass, is the spin gradient
viscosity, h is the vortex viscosity and m (0≤ m≤1) is the
boundary parameter. Here , j and h are assumed to be
constants and is assumed to be given by Nazar et al. [3]
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as a reference length, where  is the

kinematic viscosity.
Analysis
The equation of continuity (1) is identically satisfied by
stream function
defined as

….. (1)
….. (7)
.…. (2) For the solution of momentum, micro-rotation (spin)
and the energy equation (2) to (4), the following
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similarity transformations in order to convert the partial
differential equations into the ordinary differential
equations are defined:
√ 

The physical quantities of interest are the local skinfriction coefficient and the local Nusselt number Nu
which are defined, respectively, as

,
where

√

solved numerically on the computer for different values
of the various parameters.

….. (8)

√

and

⁄

….. (13)

the equations (2) to (4) reduce to:

where U(x) = ax is a characteristic velocity and
the wall shear stress which is given by

….. (9)
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and

is the heat transfer from the plate.

Then, we get
….. (11)
{
√

The corresponding boundary conditions are:
1

….. (12)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to η,

magnetic parameter,
√



is the

is the prandtl number,

is the suction/injection parameter and
is the Eckert number.

Equation (10) is that obtained by Attia [8] for nonmagnetic case and he obtained the solution as
whereas the equation (9) and (11) are
differential equations with values prescribed at two
boundaries which can be converted to initial value
problem by known technique. These equations are

and

√
…..(14)
where

is the material parameter,

}

 is the local Reynolds number.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The nonlinear ordinary differential equation (9) and (11)
subject to the boundary conditions (12) were solved
numerically for various values of the parameters
involved. The computations were done by a programme
which uses a symbolic and computational computer
language Matlab. Figures 2 to 3 present the velocity
profile for various values of different parameters. It is
observed from these graphs that the velocity increases
with the increasing values of the parameter S while it
decreases with the increase of the parameters K and M.
Figures 4 to 7 show the profile of temperature
distribution for various parameters. It is evident from
these graphs that the temperature distribution shows
reverse phenomenon with the parameters S and Pr i.e.
the temperature decreases with the increasing values of
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these parameters while it increases with the increasing
values of parameters K, M and Ec.
Numerical values of the skin friction coefficient and
Nusselt numbers which are proportional to f "(0) and

 '(0) respectively are presented in Figures 8 to 9
respectively. It is observed from the Figures that both
the skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number
decreases with the increasing values of the parameter M.

Figure 5. Temperature profile against η for various values of
parameters K and Pr when M=0.1, S=0.5 and Ec=0.1

Figure 2. Velocity profile against η for various values of
parameters K and S when M=0.1

Figure 6. Temperature profile against η for various values of
parameter M when S=1, K=1, Pr=0.5 and Ec=0.1

Figure 3. Velocity profile against η for various values of
parameter M when S=1 and K=1
Figure 7. Temperature profile against η for various values of
parameter Ec when M=0.1, Pr=0.5, K=1 and S=1

Figure 4. Temperature profile against η for various values of
parameters K and S when M=0.1, Pr=0.5 and Ec=0.1
Figure 8. Skin friction coefficient profile against S for various
values of parameter M when Pr=0.5, Ec=0.1 and K=1
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Figure 9. Nusselt number profile against S for various values
of parameter M when Pr=0.5, Ec=0.1 and K=1

[12]
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